Tips & Suggestions


Carpet Care
Click on the link below to get your carpet care program, including some hints on keeping your
carpet clean and caring for your carpeting properly.
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Basic Carpet Care
Spot & Spill Removal

Drum Sander or Random Orbit Sander?
Which sander is correct for me? The Drum Sander is a more aggressive sander than is the
Random Orbit Sander. The Random Orbit Sander is considered more to be a finish sander
than it is a refinishing sander. However, it can be used for refinishing as long as there is little
finish left on the floor and you don't have bad cupping in the boards and no deep scratches or
stains that you would like to remove. So, in general, if you are refinishing a existing floor we
would suggest using the Drum Sander instead of the Random Orbit Sander unless you fit the
criteria above. Many people are scared of the Drum Sander, but the key is to keep the unit
moving and never stop with it in one place. It is actually pretty easy to use. If you are
installing a new floor, and just want to sand it, the Random Orbit Sander is for you, as long
as the boards all lay pretty decent. Please call us if you have any questions or concerns
about which sander you should use or the operation of the sanders. We have pasted the
following links so you can see the instructions or the operation of each of these sanders.
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Random Orbit Sander
Drum Sander

Sanding Floors with a Drum Sander
Want tips on sanding a hardwood floor? Click here for tips and advice on sanding hardwood
floors with a drum sander.



Hydroseeding Benefits
Click here find out more about the benefits of Hydroseeding.

